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Rosetta’s 10-year flight across the Solar System 

Mission event   Nominal date 
(1) Launch    March 2, 2004 
(2) First Earth Gravity Assist  March 4, 2005 
(3) Mars Gravity Assist  February 25, 2007 
(4) Second Earth Gravity Assist  November 13, 2007 
(5) Steins Flyby   September 5, 2008 
(6) Third Earth Gravity Assist  November 13, 2009 
(7) Lutetia Flyby   July 10, 2010 
Rendezvous Manoeuvre  1 January 23, 2011 
Start of Hibernation   July, 2011 
Hibernation Wake Up   January, 2014 
(8) Rendezvous Manoeuvre  2 May 22, 2014 
     Between 4.5 and 4.0 AU 
Start of Near-Nucleus   August 22, 2014 
     Operations at 3.25 AU 
(9) PHILAE Delivery   November 10, 2014 
Start of Comet Escort   November 16, 2014 
Perihelion Passage   August, 2015 
End of Nominal Mission  December 31, 2015 

2016 Dec 31    ??? Rosetta Comet  CG/67P 
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ROSETTA  Spacecraft & Lander (Philae) 
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Philae vibration test 
on shaking pad Prepare Rosetta & Philae  

test in thermo-vacuum chamber 

Sun simulator 
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Comet  CG/67P 

Rosetta Spacecraft 

Solar panel 

Rosetta Spacecraft 

Solar panel 

Planet Mars 

„Selfies” by CIVA camera aboard Philae  
still aboard Rosetta 
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Fascinating jets 
Cometary outgassing 

Gas and dust jets 
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Cometary outgassing 
Catching the born of a of a dust/gas jet…. 

A new jet 
appeared here 
within 2 min… 
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Impact of cometary outgassing 
… something like heavy, dusty-foggy-windy weather… 

… reflected light by dust particles can confuse the star-tracker of the spacecraft… 

If there were no cometary outgassing,  
a stable elliptical spacecraft orbit could be maintained easily  

In case of cometary outgassing and a 
“horizontally” aligned spacecraft orbit, the 
spacecraft is dragged/lifted away from the comet 
more-and-more on the left side, and more-and-
more closer to the comet on the right side.  

The reason for drifting away process of the 
spacecraft (or, of its orbit) is - in general - not 
simply the fact and magnitude of the cometary 
outgassing, rather its spatial asymmetry and 
inhomogenity.  Terminator orbit in a plain, in 
which the cometary outgassing is „more or less” 
symmetric à stable, calculable orbit on long term 
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Simplified outgassing model 

Pure Gas: Fdrag/Fgravity ~10-4     Gas&Dust : Fdrag/Fgravity ~ 0.08      @~3AU 

Fdrag[n] =  -½ * Cd  * Aeff  *  ρ[n]  *  |vspacecraft[n] - vflux[n]|2   *  ((||vspacecraft[n] - vflux[n]||) / vunit) 
Aeff  = Aspacecraft-frame  + Asolarpanels-frontal * abs ( ||rspacecraft[n]|| * ||Veject|| ) 

ρ[n] = ρsurface / ( |rspacecraft[n]| / Rcomet )2 

ρ darksidesurface = ρ zenithsurface * qN/D;        DecayWrtZenith = 1 - exp( -(π/2 – δ) / π/8)  
ρsurface =  ρdarksidesurface + (ρzenithsurface - ρdarksidesurface) *  DecayWrtZenith 

Φsurface  ~ 1.1e1017 [mol/m2s] @~3.25[AU] 
vflux  =  (k * T / mH2O)1/2 = (2 * 1.38e10-23[Nm/K] * 180[K] / 3e10-26[kg] )1/2   ~ 410[m/s] 
ηsurface  =  Φsurface / vflux ~ 1.1e1017 [mol/m2s]  /  410[m/s]   ~ 0.45e1014 [mol/m3] 
ρsurface  =  ηsurface * mH2O ~ 0.45e1014 [mol/m3] * 3e10-26[kg]   ~ 1.35e10-12[kg/m3] 
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Comet mapping prior to Philae delivery ->  detailed 3D shape model 
Aspects of selection: 
   - possibly „maximal” scientific return 
   - thermal and solar power (rotate Philae to collect max. solar power; seasonal changes) 
   - Rosetta flight dynamics requirements (outgassing; manoeuvres & flight track; separation prms.) 

Landing site selection process 
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Selected landing strategy… 
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Landing on comet CG67/P 
Upon touching down the lander could not 
attach itself to the comet due to an unexpected 
systematic failure in the dual redundant 
anchoring subsystem and a fatal error in the 
non-redundant active descent subsystem. 

Snapshots of Philae during descent and afterwards… 
Taken by OSIRIS camera aboard Rosetta spacecraft 
 

Lander  foot-prints…. 
Hit the comet by120m deviation  
wrt. target landing site… 
Less than 0.5% error of  
ballistic shooting from 22.5km 
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Landing on comet CG67/P 

Lander control team realises 
that the 1st touch down of 
Philae was unsuccessfull… 
Yet, finally landed… 
Nominally planned comet 
investigations were to be largely 
– and qickly – reshuffled… 

Last images before the 1st touch down, 
taken by ROLIS descent camera aboard 
Philae ( The rock ~5m) 
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Landing on comet CG67/P 

One of the Philae’s feet on comet,  
by CIVA panoramic camera aboard Philae 
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Planned landing site;  1st touch down… 

3rd touch down:   
final landing site, 
 „somewhere here”… 
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Reconstructed Sun trajectories after landing… 

After 3rd touch down… 

During descent 

During bouncing over the comet 
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Philae hibernation and wake-up… 
aslept:  2014.Nov.15   ……..   awaken:  2015.April.25 

Solar power in-peak:   
3W (@2014.Nov)   à  ~24W (@2015.April) 
 
Solar illumination period: 
~1h (@2014.Nov)   à  ~3h (@2015.April) 
 
Rechargeable battery state of charge: 
0Wh (@2014.Nov)  à  >100Wh (~@2015.May) 
 
 
 

Reconstructed Sun trajectories (@2015.April) 

Wake-up temperature (-47 degC) 
reached upon sun-set,  
since then ~1.5 degC/day gradient 
Solar power much higher than 
required min. threshold (~5W) 
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Separation-Descent-Landing   
(~3-6    7 hours)  
Batteries (1000 + 100 Wh) 
Solar power  (8-10 W) 

First Comet Science Operations   
(~50 hours)  
Batteries (1000 + 100 Wh) 
Solar power (10…20 W) 

Cruise(10 years) -Approach-Escort 
By Spacecraft  (max. 53 W) Long Term Comet Science Ops.  (max. 8-10 months      ???)  

Rechargeable battery (100 Wh), Solar power (10…20 W   ???) 
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Lander (Philae) 

11 scientific experiments are accommodated aboard Rosetta spacecraft,  
10 scientific instruments aboard Philae lander:  
α-p-x-ray spectrometer; evolved gas analyser for elemental, molecular and isotopic 
composition; panoramic, stereoscopic and descent camera; infrared microscope; comet 
acoustic surface and sounding experiment; permittivity probe; dust impact monitor; 
multi-purpose sensor for surface and sub-surface science; magnetometer; plasma 
monitor; comet nucleus sounding experiment; and a drill and sample distribution system. 

Harpoons (2) 

Legs (3) 
Sesame sensors Driller - sampler 

Antenna (2) 

Solar panels (6) 

Mupus hammer 

Magnetometer 
sensor 

Civa camera heads (5) 

APX sensor 

Separation 
mechanism 

Consert  antenna 

Dust impact monitor 
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Lander (Philae) inside + 
Ground Reference Model 
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Philae-lander autonomous scientific mini-laboratory 
Has the complexity of a complete spaceprobe 

Not particularly „powerful” (~1000 Wh primary + ~100 Wh battery + ~10...20 W solar power) 
Not particularly high-performance on-board computer (3 Mhz processor clock) 

Relatively small memory footprint (16 kByte PROM, 4*64 kByte EEPROM, 4*64 kByte RAM) 
Relatively small backup/mass-memory (2*2 Mbyte) 

Low power/size/mass  (mode dependent, max. 4W, ~1dm3, ~1kg ) 
Not particularly high-speed telecommunication (16 kbit/sec radio) 

However, a robust, flexible design capable of autonomous operation  
under extreme environmental conditions... 
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Philae on-board computer (CDMS) 
Hybrid HW structure:  Hot and/or cold redundant functional sub-units 
+ significant SW support à fault tolerant, low-power embedded system 
„In-house” developed, purpose-built, pre-emptive multitasking operating system 
RTX-2010, stack oriented FORTH („reversed polish logic”) processor… 
Radiation hardened, long track record in space, applicable for embedded.. 
Parallel running user tasks in both, identical processor units 

Application Tasks (static partitioning) 
- Telecommunication & Mass-memory 
- Experiment commanding/telemetry 
- Autonomous operational sequencing  
- Power and thermal control of Philae 
- Descent and touch-down control 
- Self-diagnostics/redundancy mngmnt 
 
PROM:   Boot + Fall-back SW 
EEPROM:  SW + Parameter Tables 
Hamming coded memory protection 
2 * SW double storage in EEPROM 
HW decoded TC à SW burning 
Ground cmd. -> Fall-back SW 

For Ground intervention in evtl. emergency situations... 
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Fault tolerance: Challenge and dilemmas 
„The simpler, the more reliable…”  vs.  „Anything that can go wrong will go wrong” 
What errors to count with?                      Fault-containment regions (transient vs. permanent failures) 
Key consideration: What/how to do?      Error recognition à  isolation  à  recovery (at level of ?) 
How many errors to „repair”?                 Single point failure  vs.  mutiple failures 
 
Do failure(s) necessarily need to be recognised/isolated in order to recover? 
      - Not necessarily…  TMR: Triple modular (fault masking structural) redundancy +  majority voting 
      - Benefit:  no interruption in the operation = permanent availability 
      - Dilemmas:    Theoretically optimum solutions vs. „reality” 
              - Drawback:  maybe not feasible due to technical limitations and constraints 

  (mass, volume, harness, power, temperature, components selection, time,  
                                     costs: development, manufacturing, functional validation, system integration)  
If yes, „who” should do it? 
      -  If TMR architecture is not feasible, dual modular redundant systems (hot vs. cold )     
      -  Humans/operators?  à off-line data/behaviour evaluation + human intervention/telecommanding 
      -  HW?  SW?  Both!   à  an intelligent core with autonomous self-repairing capability   
                                +   self-diagnostics SW mechanisms/tricks to select functionally intact modules 
      -  Drawback: recognition-isolation-recovery needs time, interruption in the operation 
Specific issue:  How to prevent the system from evtl. fatal consequences of systematic design errors? 
      -  Design diversity  à „N-version” programming 
            -  For anchoring upon touch-down  L 
            -  Fall-back SW  (EEPROM  à  PROM;   Science/System à  System/Science  during descent) 
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Scheme of fault tolerance 
fault recognition, isolation and system recovery  

3 votes for selecting the 
current primary DPU 

Simple, distributed HW logic to decide on the current role of the two identical processor units 
Cross-links: Both DPUs can access any other functional sub-units 
Both DPUs can „listen to / hear everything” +  bidirectional cross-link between the two DPUs 
Both DPUs keep controlling the Philae lander in parallel 

 but only the current primary one has effective control 
The secondary DPU in observer mode to take over the primary role at any time 
Role-change & follow-on recovery take place at the level of Elementary Sequencing Items 

Intelligent core  
with self-repairing 
capabilities… 

Fault recognition… 
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Fault tolerant ?   
                                     …some self-criticism… LJ 
 
Experience….  The amount of work (HW/SW development, test, validation, …) to make the 
system fault tolerant  is at least as much of work as the development of application tasks… 
A SW developer makes ~10 (??? J) mistakes/day 
       Is not a big trouble…  Sooner or later such mistakes are - normally - revealed and corrected 
Egy HW developer makes ~3 mistakes/week 
       Is not a big trouble…   Though - evtl. extremely -  expensive, but still repairable… 
What if mistake(s) remain unnoticed prior to launch into space?   
   (e.g. tight deadlines, too early delivery, system configuration dependent design errors during integration) 
      This may be a big trouble!   Yet, let’s look at the nature of trouble,  
                        if something could still be done? 
                              … with an equipment, evtl. 500 million km away from us… 

- The one DPU stays off, in a narrow temperature range at around -28 degC  
  Overbridged by Emergency HW decoded TC  +  operational/procedural workaround 

- Systematic HW design error in the energy saving mode of the Mass memory boards 
  Overbridged by SW… 

- EMC-like problem makes - occassionally - disturbance during radio communication 
  Overbridged by SW… 

!!! 
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Basic technical and operational requirements 
 - Starting times and duration of the radio visibility time-windows to establish a radio link with the Philae was 
depended on numerous circumstances and factors (e.g. flight track of the Rosetta spacecraft, the 12.6 hours rotation period of the comet, 
the landing site, and the orientation of Philae on the comet). 
Although these time-windows were nominally calculable, Philae had to be prepared also for the worst-case, if there 
was any deviation from the predictions.   
- The amount of available energy in the primary and in the rechargeable batteries and the produced solar power to perform 
all anticipated science programmes was very limited (especially far from the Sun), thus the periods of falling back into stand-
by mode and waiting for operator instructions had to be minimized. 

Design aspects, key-words 
Flexibility     Nominal comet operations a priori to define 
                         Specific methods and mechanisms to implement to make them changeable  
                                                                                                           in case of unexpected situations… 
 
                      Autonomy    Mostly no opportunity for direct intervention by the operators 
                                                   To be prepared for nominal on-comet operations 
                                                   To be prepared for handling off-nominal cases (limited/predefined set) 
                                                   Decisions need to be taken on-board autonomously  
                                                   On-board reshuffling of sequences for energy optimizing purposes?  
 
Fault tolerance    As minimum: the central on-board computer must be fault tolerant in itself 
                                  Philae system level fault tolerance whereever possible/feasible 
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1st level 
Elementary Sequencing Items (individual attributes, common methods, event handler routines) 
     Specific feauture: in-flight („individual”) methods by means of Method Constructor TC Primitives 
2nd level 
Mission Sequencing Objects, composed of Elementary Sequencing Items 
3rd level 
Timeline, composed of Mission Sequencing Objects, executed either sequentially or parallel 
 
All are pre-stored in the EEPROM memory of the on-board computer by means of structured 
tables linked together by appropriate pointers … 

Object  oriented  programming  analogy: 
Instances of the class:    „Elementary Sequencing Item” 
Instances of this class istances can be constructed 
     - either on-ground à uplinked and „permanently” stored 
     - or during flight, through built-in mechanisms  à   
                                  Method Constructor  TC Primitives 
 

A 3-level scheme developed to facilitate autonomous operation and operational flexibility 
Embedded system  ß  Specific linked data structures & code execution mechanisms  
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An Elementary Sequencing Item 

Autonomous operation 
Operational flexibility 

an object oriented scheme of mission sequencing 

Quota system has also to with the fault 
tolerance/isolation on system level… 
 
Strict-,  Soft-  and/or  No-quota system… 
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A Mission Sequencing Object,  composed of Elementary Sequencing Items 

Options to deactivate on timeout || event: 
Either STEP to next ESI  
Or conditional JUMP to any other ESI 
    - for-/backward, outward, sequence call 
Has to do with system level fault tolerance 

Autonomous operation 
Operational flexibility 

an object oriented scheme of mission sequencing 

Cross-link between DPUs to 
keep them in synch.. 
Fault tolerance:  
DPU role change on the level of 
Elementary Sequencing Items… 
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Autonomous operation 
Operational flexibility 

an object oriented scheme of mission sequencing 

List of Relative Time-tagged TCs 
   - either to Philae units 
   - or to the Processor 
         In-flight Method Constructor TC Primitives 
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Autonomous operation 
Operational flexibility 

an object oriented scheme of mission sequencing 
Timeline:      To differentiate between asPlanned and asRun timelines 
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Philae specific tasks 
Control of Separation-Descent-Landing  
- Most of the Philae instruments are working/measuring, high-load on the on-board computer 
-  Control of numerous „non-intelligent” Philae subsystems 
    - Run the fly-wheel 
    - Unfolding Philae legs 
    - Touch-down listening mode and control;   
                 Exclusion of false (too erly/late) touch-down detection  
    - Anchoring of Philae through shooting the harpoons 
    - control of hold-down thruster after touching down 

Autonomy, further specialities… 
Absolute time-tagged TCs 
   -  Execution of Elementary Sequencing Objects at a give absolute time (cometary night/day) 
   -  Harmonizing measurements between Rosetta orbiter and Philae lander 
Protocol for inter-instrument communication 
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Philae On-comet Survival mode  
Long Term Science Operations 

- Day/night cycles 
         - day-time: heating and/or charging the battery  
         - night-time: Philae off 
- Extreme environmental conditions 
        - Far from Sun (~3AU) and night „extremely cold” and low solar power daytime 
        - Close to Sun (~2AU) higher solar power during daytime, but it is „very hot” 
-  To be prepared for the „absolute worst-case” 
        This:  Internal Philae compartment very cold (< 10-50 degC),  
                 battery depleted, incoming solar power very poor (< 10W) 
        The task then: 
        - to take all opportunity to battery heating and charging 
        - „tricks” e.g. „semi-quiet-mode” and typical methods e.g. „super low power mode” 
           to feed the incoming solar power where it is „badly needed” 
           (effective heating, and/or battery charging) 
        - evtl. power system collapses in an endless loop to be excluded  
                Measure/calculate incoming solar power 

 Consumers (heaters, RX, TX) may be powerd  
                                  only of sufficient solar power or energy stored in the battery 
- Run various measuring sequences autonomously,  
           whenever the battery state of charge reaches a threshold,  
           or the incoming solar power is sufficiently (and continuously) high enough…  
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Autonomous battery handling and 
power flow control 
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Electrical Ground Support Equipment 
Development, testing, validation environment 
To simulate all interfaces to/from „outer world” (electrical and behavioural simulation) 
Actually nearly as complex job as the development of on-board computer itself… 
- Wired (umbilical) and radio telecommunication units  (Ground commands (TC) encoder an 
sender, telemetry data receiver and decoder) 
- Philae subsystems (power, thermal, anchor) and instruments (upon necessity, mostly with 
artificially generated data) 
- Complex simulation of power distribution sys. (accumulator, solar panels, power-flow, ..) 
- Environment (temperature) and Sun orbit simulator 
- Error injection 
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asPlanned Timeline asRun Timeline 

Checkout script editor… 

Watch checkout  results… 

Green marked = OK 
Coupling lines… 
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Thanks for your attention 


